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WRITTEN OPINION
International application No.

PCT/USO 1/00724

I. Basis of the opinion

1. With regard to the elements of the international application:*

fx] the international application as originally filed

j~^~J

the description:

pages _

pages _

pages _ NONE
, filed with the letter of

, as originally filed

filed with the demand

[~x] the claims:

pages 16-30

pages _

pages _

pages _

NONE
NONE
NONE

. , as originally Filed

, as amended (together with any statement) under Article 1

9

, filed with the demand
, filed with the letter of

|~x| tne drawings:

pages

pages

[~xj the sequence listing part of the description:

pages NONE

, filed with the letter of _

, filed with the demand

pages _

pages _

, as originally filed

, filed with the demand
, filed with the letter of _

2. With regard to the language, all the elements marked above were available or furnished to this Authority in the language in which
the international application was filed, unless otherwise indicated under this item.

° °

These elements were available or furnished to this Authority in the following language which is:

I I

tne language of a translation furnished for the purposes of international search (under Rule 23 1(b))

the language of publication of the international application (under Rule 48.3(b)).

I I
^ language of the translation furnished for the puiposes of international preliminary examination (under Rules 55 2 and/
or 55.3).

disclosed in the international application, the written opinion was
3. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid s

drawn on the basis of the sequence listing:

EU contained in the international application in printed form.

| |

filed together with the international application in computer readable form.

| |

furnished subsequently to this Authority in written form.

| |

furnished subsequently to this Authority in computer readable form.

|

1
The statement that the subsequently furnished written sequence listing does not go beyond the disclosure in the

1—
i
international application as filed has been furnished.

| |

be^Vrlirn^hed
that ^ inforrnation recorded in computer readable form is identical to the writen sequence listing has

i |~x] The amendments have resulted in the cancellation of:

0 the description, pages none

the claims, Nos.

the drawings, sheets/fig _

5. Q This opinion has been drawn as if (some of) the amendments had not been made, since they have been considered to go
beyond the disclosure as filed, as indicated in the Supplemental Box (Rule 70.2(c)).

Replacement sheets which have been furnished to the receiving Office in response to an invitation under Article 14 are referred to
in this opinion as "originally filed".

Fnrm PrT/TPPA/dOR ffln, T\ CIi.K, 1 QQ8W
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V. Reasoned statement under Rule 66.2(a)(ii) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial
citations and explanations supporting such statement

applicability;

1. statfiueut

Novelty (N) YES
Clai HIS 1-4,32-35,37-57,59,60 118-131 NO

Inventive Step (IS) Claims 5-31,61-117 YES
Claims i-4..')y-«o.i is-i.n XO

Industrial Applicability (IA) Claims 1-13

1

YEH
Claims NONE NO

2. citations and explanations

Claims 1-4,32-35,37-57,59,60,118-131 lack novelty under PCT Article 33(2) as being anticipated by Bono (5,954,722).
With respect to claims 1,131 Bono discloses a bone plate system (10) comprising H plate (12) configured to stabilize

a bone structure (11) a hole (14) passing through the plate; a ring (10) positionable within the hole and fastener (in)
positionable through the ring (16), the fastener configured to couple the plate to a bone; wherein a portion of the ring engages
a groove in the fastener during use to secure the fastener to the ring; as best seen in figure 6.

With respect to claims 2-4, Bono discloses all the limitations, as set forth.

With respect to claim 32, Bono discloses a bone plate system (10) comprising a plate (12) a hole (14) through the
plate, the hole extending from a top of the plate to a bottom of the plate , and wherein the a portion of the plate forms a wall
of the hole; as set forth in column 2, lines 1-23, a fastener (18) for coupling the plate to a hone, the fastener comprising a head
and a shank (FIG.5); and ring (16) for coupling the fastener to the plate, the ring being positionable within the hole between
the plate and the fastener

,
the ring comprising an outer surface an inner surface and a ridge on a portion of the inner surface;

as best seen Fig.5, wherein the ridge on the ring is configured to couple with the head to secure the fastener to the ring during
use; as best seen in figure 5.

With respect to claims 33-35,37-57,59, 60, Bono discloses all the limitations , as set forth.

With respect to claims 118-130, the method steps, as set forth, would have been inherently carried out in the
operation of the device, as set forth above.

Claims 36,58 lack an inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) as being obvious over Bono (5,!)54,722) in view of
Schlapf'er et al. (5,501,684).

With respect to claim 36, it is noted that Bom, did not teach of a ring with a plurality of notches in the ring as
claimed by applicant. However, in a similar art, Schlapfer et (Continued on Supplemental Sheet.)
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Supplemental Box
(To hp used when the spnee in any of flic prc-tctli n» boxes is not sulTieiciit)

Conriuiiiition of: Boxes I - VIII Sheet 10

TIME LIMIT:

The time limit set for response to a Written Opinion may not be extended. 37 CFR 1.484(d). Any response received
after the expiration of the time limit set in the Written Opinion will not be considered in preparing the International Preliminary
Examination Report.

V. 2. REASONED STATEMENTS - CITATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS (Continued):

al evidences the use of a ring with notches for form-locking and force-locking the head of the screw.

Therefore, given the teaching of Schlapfer et al, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at

the time the invention was made to incorporate notches in the ring of Bono to form-locking and force-locking the head of the

With respect to claim 58, Schlapfer et al disclose device wherein the fastener shank and the additional fastener shank
extend from the bottom of the plate in diverging directions relative to each other; as best seen in Fig. 5..

Claims 5-31,61-117 meet the criteria set out in PCT Article 33(2)-(4), because the prior art does not teach or fairly suggest a

bone plate system where a ring comprising a finger extending from the projection substantially parallel to the base, the finger

configured to secured the head in the ring during use. also, comprising a locking mechanism conprising a top and a plurality of

elongated members extending from the top the locking mechanism configured to insert in the opening of the head with a

portion of the elongated members extendable through the apertures in the head of the fastener during use.

- NEW CITATIONS -


